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The continuous scheme is most efficiently implemented in a three level configuration as shown in the figure. The laser on the meta-stable 91j <-~92) transition is used to implement the Stark shift gate by tuning its Rabi frequency to the resonance condition Qc = ' The 2 two lasers on the~g j) <-* ec transition are chosen to have equal Rabi frequency and detuning and thus couple the +) = 1 91) +~9 2)) state to the dissipative level e C with spontaneous decay rates 21Fi and 2172 to the states~9 1), 92) respectively. The two lasers leave the state~) decoupled from the dissipative level.
Based on the Master equation and adiabatic elimination of the atomic degrees of freedom a rate equation for the phonon probability distribution is deduced. From this equation the final population and the rate are found to be W = rjQc which is close to the inverse of the gate time T and < n >=~as in the figure. For the same final population the regular sideband cooling is almost two orders of magnitude slower. Due to the cancelation of the carrier transition it suggests itself that our cooling method based on the Stark shift gate could be used to cool several modes simultaneously. Monte-Carlo simulation for the cooling of three modes in a three ion chain shows that the cooling is efficient.
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